
MOMENT
Easy Chair
By Khodi Feiz



Moment is an easy chair that supports different types of activities like reading a newspaper,
working or having a light meal. The easy chair is made to invite the user to sit down for a
moment, to take a break, to work or do something else. Khodi Feiz is inspired by three
concepts in his designs: clarity, concept and context, which is obvious when it comes to the
easy chair Moment, with its clear design language, strong concept and adaptability to
different settings. Khodi Feiz got the original inspiration for Moment from old school desks
made up of a wooden chair with a table attached on the side, which gave Feiz the idea to give
the easy chair a specific function.

”The cooperation with Offecct is very rewarding, particularly due to our long-lasting
relationship which means that we as designer and producer understand each other’s nuances
and how we work”, says Khodi Feiz.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

OPTIONS
Table top, legs or swivel base in Offecct Flexicolor.

Available for the United States market.

Frame in metal with moulded cold foam. Upholstered in fabric or leather. Standard leather
Elmo Soft, piquet on the inside and standard on the outside. Foldable tapletop in grey
lacquered MDF. Legs or swivel frame in chrome with ABS glides.

ENVIRONMENTAL LABELING

AWARDS

FABRIC LEATHER CHROME

FLEXICOLOR

NCS S6500
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MOMENT

H 730, S 430, W 900, A 730, D 670/430
H 28,74'', SH 16,93'', W 35,43'', A 28,74'', D 26,38''/ 16,93''

H 730, S 430, W 900, A 730, D 670/430
H 28,74'', SH 16,93'', W 35,43'', A 28,74'', D 26,38''/ 16,93''
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